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Abstract
We present the charged-particle pseudorapidity density in pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV over a
broad pseudorapidity range. The distributions are determined using the same experimental apparatus and methodologies,
thereby minimizing systematic uncertainties, and providing clear and model-independent observations on the system-
size dependence of the particle production at relativistic energies. An increase of particle production in Pb–Pb collisions
near mid-rapidity, relative to pp collisions, is observed. The relative linearity in p–Pb collisions of the ratio to the smaller
system indicate a coherent particle production throughout the longitudinal extend of the collision zone.
1. Introduction
With the Pb–Pb and pp collisions provided by the Large Hadron Collider at a collision energy of
√
sNN =
5.02 TeV in 2015, and the p–Pb collisions provided in 2013, it is for the ﬁrst time possible to compare
the 3 collisions systems at the same ultrarelativistic energies. In this proceeding, we compare the primary
charged-particle pseudorapidity density (dNch/dη) of all three collision systems over a wide pseudorapidity
(η) range of −3.5 < η < 5 using data from ALICE.
The primary charged-particle pseudorapidity density for diﬀerent collision systems provides a ﬁrst-order
insight into the production of particles. By comparing the distributions from various collision systems, we
can learn about the production mechanisms, in particular how the nuclear medium aﬀects these mechanisms.
A primary, charged particle is a charged particle with a mean proper lifetime τ larger than 1 cm/c, which is
either a) produced directly in the interaction, or b) from decays of particles with τ smaller than 1 cm/c. In
this proceeding all quantities reported are for primary, charged particles, although we will omit “primary”
for brevity.
A detailed description of ALICE and its performance can be found elsewhere [1]. Brief descriptions of
the four detectors used for this analysis: SPD, FMD, V0, and ZDC, are available in a recent publication by
ALICE [2].
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2. Data sample, analysis method, and systematic uncertainties
The results presented here are based on data collected by ALICE in 2013 during the p–Pb collisions, and
in 2015 during the pp and Pb–Pb collision run of the LHC, both at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. About 100 000 events
with a minimum bias trigger requirement [3] were analysed in the centrality range from 0% to 90% and
0% to 100% for Pb–Pb and p–Pb, respectively. The minimum bias trigger for p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions in
ALICE is deﬁned as a coincidence between the A (z > 0) and C (z < 0) sides of the V0 detector. Likewise,
for the pp collisions about 100 000 events with a minimum bias trigger requirement and at least one charged
particle in |η| < 1 were analyzed [4]. The minimum bias condition for pp collisions in ALICE is deﬁned as
the three-fold inclusive logical or between the A and C sides of the V0 detector, and the fast trigger signal
from the SPD (|η|  1.5). By requiring at least one charged particle at mid-rapidity, the so-called INEL>0
event class, we reduce the systematic uncertainty related to absolute normalization to the full inelastic cross-
section, while still sampling a large fraction of the hadronic cross-section.
The standard ALICE event selection [5] and centrality estimator based on the V0–amplitude [6, 7]
are used in this analysis. The event selection consists of: exclusion of background events using the timing
information from the ZDC (for Pb–Pb and p–Pb) and V0 detectors; veriﬁcation of the trigger conditions; and
a reconstructed position of the collision. In Pb–Pb collisions, the (90−100)% centrality class has substantial
contributions from electromagnetic processes and is therefore not included in the results presented here [6].
The analysis method used is identical to what has previously been presented [2]. The measurement of the
charged-particle pseudorapidity density at mid-rapidity (|η| < 2) is obtained from a tracklet analysis using
the two layers of the SPD. In the forward regions (−3.5 < η < −1.8 and 1.8 < η < 5), the measurement is
provided by the analysis of the deposited energy signal in the FMD: a statistical approach to calculate the
inclusive number of charged particles; and a data-driven correction — derived from previous satellite–main
collisions — to remove the large background from secondary particles.
Sources and dependencies of the systematic uncertainties for the measurements at mid-rapidity are de-
tailed elsewhere [2, 4, 7]. For pp, the systematic uncertainties amount to 1.5% over all η; for p–Pb: 2.7%,
likewise over all η, while for Pb–Pb the total systematic uncertainties are 2.6% at η = 0 and 2.9% at |η| = 2.
The systematic uncertainty is mostly correlated over |η| < 2, and largely independent of centrality. The
evaluation of systematic uncertainties in the forward direction employs the same technique as for previous
results [2]. The uncertainty is the same for all collision systems and is uncorrelated across η, amounting to
6.9% for η > 3.5 and 6.4% elsewhere within the forward regions.
The systematic uncertainty on dNch/dη due to the centrality class deﬁnition in Pb–Pb is estimated to
be 0.6% for the most central and 9.5% for the most peripheral class [8]. The (80 − 90)% centrality class
has residual contamination from electromagnetic processes detailed elsewhere [6], which gives rise to a 4%
additional systematic uncertainty in the measurements. For p–Pb collisions, the systematic uncertainty due
to the centrality classiﬁcation amounts to 1.5% and 2% in centrality ranges (0 − 40)% and (40 − 100)%,
respectively [7].
3. Results
The left column of Fig. 1 shows the charged-particle pseudorapidity density in pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb [2]
collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. For Pb–Pb we see an increase of two orders of magnitude from the most
peripheral to the most central events, while for p–Pb the increase is more moderate. For p–Pb collisions,
the lead ion travels toward positive η, the proton towards negative η, and the rapidity of the center-of-mass
system in the laboratory frame is yCM = 0.465. The middle and bottom rows of the right column of Fig. 1
shows the ratio of the charged-particle pseudorapidity density in p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions to the charged-
particle pseudorapidity density in pp collisions, all at the same collision energy of
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV,
rX =
dNch/dη|X
dNch/dη|pp
were X labels centrality classes in p–Pb and Pb–Pb. In these ratios, systematic uncertainties are partially
canceled, and the magnitude of the resulting systematic uncertainties are given by the uncertainties in the
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Fig. 1. [Colour online] Left: Charged-particle pseudorapidity density in pp (top), p–Pb (middle), and Pb–Pb (bottom), at a collision
energy of
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. For symmetric collision systems the data has been symmetrized around η = 0, and the open markers
shows the reﬂection of data into the unmeasured region of −5 < η < −3.5. Correlated (over η) systematic uncertainties are shown by
ﬁlled boxes on the right, while uncorrelated systematic uncertainties are shown as open boxes around the points. Statistical errors are
insigniﬁcant and smaller than the markers. Also shown are best-ﬁt parameterizations of the distributions in terms of Eq. (1) (for pp and
Pb–Pb) and Eq. (2) (for p–Pb). Right: The ratio of the charged-particle pseudorapidity density in p–Pb (middle) and Pb–Pb (bottom)
to the charged-particle pseudorapidity density in pp collisions at the same collision energy of
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Top right: Width
of the charged-particle rapidity density distributions for pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV extracted from best-ﬁt
parameterizations of the charged-particle pseudorapidity density distributions using Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Also shown on the ﬁgure
is a similar evaluation of EPOS-LHC calculations (open markers), and by directly evaluating the width of the EPOS-LHC charged
particle rapidity density (dashed lines). Evaluating the width of the charged-particle rapidity density via the full pT spectra in Pb–Pb at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV [2] is shown on the far right (down triangle).
dNch/dη|X measurements. We observe that rPb–Pb increases for all centrality classes as |η| → 0 suggesting
narrower distribution with respect to pp, of the particle production in the hot and dense zone produced
in heavy–ion collisions. For rp–Pb we see an almost linear rise in the particle production when moving
from the p–going to the Pb–going side, indicative of independent proton-nucleon scatterings in the lead-ion
side [9, 10]. Similar trends are seen when using less biased centrality estimators, such as ZNA [7].
It has been shown that the charged-particle rapidity density (dNch/dy), to a very large degree, is Gaussian
distributed within the measured region [2, 11]. Those results relied on calculating the average Jacobian
dη/dy = 〈J〉 = 〈β〉 using the full pT spectra of charged pions and kaons, as well as protons and anti-protons.
Here, we will take a more simplistic approach by using the approximation y ≈ η − 12 m
2
p2T
cosϑ, and identify
a = pT/m as the eﬀective ratio of transverse momentum over mass. With this we can write the eﬀective
Jacobian as J′(η, a) = 1/
√
1 + 1a2
1
cosh2 η
. We then make the ansatz that dNch/dy is Gaussian for symmetric
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collision systems (pp and Pb–Pb), so that we can parameterize dNch/dη as
f (η; A, a, σ) = J′(η, a) A 1√
2πσ
e−
y2(η,a)
2σ2 , (1)
where a = pT/m is the eﬀective transverse momentum over mass ratio, A the total integral of the distribution,
σ the width of the distribution, and y the rapidity in the center-of-mass frame. Motivated by the observed
almost linear rise in the p–Pb to pp ratios (see right-hand side of Fig. 1), we make the ansatz to replace
A→ (αy + A) for the asymmetric system (p–Pb) and parameterize dNch/dη as
g(η; A, a, α, σ) = J′(η, a) (αy(η, a) + A) 1√
2πσ
e−
(y(η,a)−yCM)2
2σ2 . (2)
Best-ﬁt parameterizations of the measured dNch/dη in terms of these two functions are shown in the left-
hand side of Fig. 1 for all three collision systems. We observe that the functions Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) describe
the measurements quite well within the measured region. That is, the particle production in pp, p–Pb,
and Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 5.02 TeV is essentially Gaussian in rapidity. The linear modiﬁcation of
the particle production in asymmetric p–Pb collisions is again indicative of independent proton-nucleon
scatterings inside the Pb ion [9, 10].
The top-right part of Fig. 1 shows the best-ﬁt values of the Gaussian width (σdNch/dy) for all three collision
systems as a function of the number of participating nucleons (Npart). The open points and dashed lines on
the plot are from evaluations of Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), and direct calculations of σdNch/dy over EPOS-LHC [12]
model calculations. We observe a generally narrower distribution as Npart increases, consistent with the
ratios rPb–Pb to pp. We also see, that the width of the dNch/dy distributions in p–Pb and Pb–Pb approach that
of the pp distribution, which presumably is dominated by kinematic constraints. This suggests an increased
particle production near mid-rapidity as an eﬀect of the nuclear medium.
4. Summary
We have measured the charged particle pseudorapidity density in pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb collisions at√
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Direct comparisons as well as parameterisations of the observations in terms of (modiﬁed)-
Gaussian distributions indicate a collimation of particle production in Pb–Pb collisions, and suggests inde-
pendent proton-nucleon scatterings within the Pb-ion in p–Pb collisions.
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